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1. INTRODUCTION
 .In the field of Markov Decision Processes MDPs several authors have
studied non-homogeneous models in recent years. Much of the work
considers unconstrained problems maximizing either the expected total
w xdiscounted reward or the expected average reward. Bes and Sethi 3 deals
with the expected total discounted reward problem. Hopp, Bean, and
w xSmith 6 considers the expected average reward problem with the finite
w x w xstate space, and Bean, Smith, and Lasserre 2 extends the result of 6 into
the case of denumerable state space.
w xIn 2, 6 a concept of algorithmic optimality is introduced as a new
optimality criterion. The criterion regards the limit point of optimal
strategies for each corresponding finite horizon problem as an optimal
strategy for the infinite horizon problem. For non-homogeneous models,
optimal strategies for the infinite horizon problem are non-stationary in
almost all cases, so it is very difficult to obtain each decision at all stages
w xsimultaneously. Therefore 2, 6 pay attention to the optimal decision at
the first stage and present the solution horizon theorem. A stage N is
called a solution horizon if solving a finite horizon problem to that horizon
or beyond gives an optimal decision at the first stage in agreement with the
decision of the optimal strategy for the infinite horizon problem.
In this paper, we discuss maximizing the expected average reward
problem with a constraint in a non-homogeneous model. There are several
works considering the constrained problem, but much of them treat the
 w xhomogeneous model e.g., Hordijk and Kallenberg 7 , Filar, Kallenberg,
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w x. w xand Lee 4 . White 12 discusses the discounted reward problem contain-
ing the non-homogeneous case. However, it mainly concentrates on the
w xfinite horizon problem. Guo 5 presents the existence of optimal strategy
in problems maximizing the expected total discounted reward with the
expected total discounted cost constraint.
Specifically, a constraint we consider in this paper is that the expected
total discounted cost equals a . When we are considering the constrained
problem in the non-homogeneous circumstance, it is a problem how we
should take the constraint into account to make a decision. We are
interested in how close the algorithmic optimality can approach that
problem. Under the assumptions that the underlying Markov chains are
w xweakly ergodic, etc., which are done in 2, 6 , we show that algorithmically
optimal strategies are also average optimal.
In Section 2 we first formulate the problem precisely and introduce the
results which are known in the finite horizon problems. In Section 3 we
describe the character of an optimal strategy in the infinite horizon
problem, that is, an algorithmically optimal strategy is an average optimal
strategy, and present the existence of solution horizons for the constrained
non-homogeneous MDPs. Then the results we obtain in the discounted
expected total cost constraint case are extended to the average expected
cost constraint case. In Section 4 some concluding remarks are stated.
2. DEFINITIONS AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
2.1. Notations
 .Let V, F, P denote the underlying probability space. Let Z s
 40, 1, 2, . . . be the sets of nonnegative integers. Consider a discrete-time
non-homogeneous Markov Decision Model with
 .i finite state space S,
 .ii finite action space A endowed with s-field A containing all
one-point subsets of A,
 .  .  .iii sets of action A s available at s g S, where A s is a element
of A,
 .   .4iv transition probabilities p j ¬ i, a at stage t, t g Z, where fort
 .each i, j g S, p j ¬ i, a is nonnegative and measurable in a, and for eacht
 .  .i g S, a g A i ,  p j ¬ i, a s 1,jg S t
 .   .4v sets of reward functions r i, a at stage t, t g Z, where thet
 .function r i, a is measurable in a,t
 .   .4vi sets of cost functions c i, a at state t, t g Z, where thet
 .function c i, a is measurable in a.t
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Assumption 1. For each stage, reward functions and cost functions are
assumed to be nonnegative and bounded above; that is, for all t g Z, any
s g S and any a g A
0 F r s, a F R - `, 0 F c s, a F C - `. .  .t t
 . tLet H s S = A = S be the space of histories up to the staget
 4t g Z j ` and H s D H be the space of all finite histories. The0 - t -` t
spaces H , H are endowed with a s-field generated by 2S and A. Then wet
define a strategy p as a function which assigns a probability measure
 .  .p ?¬ h on A, A to each history h s s a s a . . . s a s g H , t st t 0 0 1 1 ty1 ty1 t t
  . .  .0, 1, . . . , where p A s ¬ h s 1, and for any B g A, p B ¬ ? is measur-t t
able on H.
 .We define a markovian randomized strategy p s p , p , . . . as a1 2
sequence of mappings which assign conditional probability distributions
 < .  .p ? s , t s 0, 1, . . . , on A, A to each state s g S and a markoviant
 .deterministic strategy p s p , p , . . . as a sequence of mappings which1 2
 .  .assign p s g A s , t s 0, 1, . . . , to each state s g S. Let P denote a sett
of all strategies, P M denote a set of all markovian randomized strategies,
and P M D denote a set of all markovian deterministic strategies.
Clearly once a strategy p g P and initial state s are specified, transi-0
tion probabilities are determined completely. Accordingly a probability
measure Pp is induced. We denote the corresponding expectation opera-s0
tor by Ep .s0
When a process starts with an initial state s under a strategy p , an0
average expected reward and an expected total discounted cost for an
infinite horizon problem are respectively given by
1¡
p n¨ s , p s lim E  r X , A , .  .0 nª` s ts0 t t t0~ n
p ` t¢w s , p s E  b c X , A . .  .0 s ts0 t t t0
Now we can describe an infinite horizon maximizing the average ex-
pected reward problem with a cost constraint. The infinite horizon prob-
 .lem P is defined as
sup ¨ s , p .p g P 0P .
s.t. w s , p s a . .0
Let P denote a set of strategies which satisfies a constraint. A strategya
p * g P is called an optimal strategy for the infinite horizon problem ifa
 .  .¨ s , p * s sup ¨ s , p .0 p g P 0a
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 .On the other hand, we define a n-horizon problem P as follows, whichn
only considers parameters for first n stages,
p nsup E  r X , A .p g P s ts0 t t t0
P .n p n ts.t. E  b c X , A s a . .s ts0 t t t0
 .Let P n denote a set of strategies which satisfies a constraint fora
 .  .  .the n-horizon problem P . Similarly a strategy p * n g P n is calledn a
 .an optimal strategy for the n-horizon problem if ¨ s , p *, n s0
 .sup ¨ s , p , n .p g P n. 0a
2.2. Finite Horizon Problem
Before we discuss the case of the finite horizon problem, we define
a .some notations. We define x t as a probability which is a state i g S andi
 . p  .we take an action a g A i at stage t, t g Z, and x t as the vector
 a ..  .  .x t , i g S, a g A i determined by p . Let P t denote a set of alli
strategies defined on the history at stage s s 1, 2, . . . , t. Then we also
define the following notations,
xp s xp 1 , xp 2 , . . . , for given p g P , .  . .
X t s x s xp for some p g P t , 4 .  .
X t s x s xp for some p g P M t , 4 .  .M
X t s x s xp for some p g P M D t , 4 .  .M D
X U t , the convex hull of X t . .  .M D M D
Then the following theorem holds.
 w x.  .  . U  .THEOREM 1 White 11 . X t s X t s X t .M M D
p  .From Theorem 1 we can represent the x t of any strategy by the
p  .convex combination of x t of markovian deterministic strategies. Note
that the average expected reward and expected total discounted cost are
 .represented by marginal distributions, that is, distributions of X , A ,t t
t g Z. Therefore we can formulate the finite horizon problem as follows
 w x.White 10 . Let K be the number of markovian deterministic strategies
k  .in the n-horizon problem, so that K is finite. Let u k s 1, 2, . . . , K be
 .k  .kmarkovian deterministic strategies, and for each strategy, let ¨ n , w n
 .k s 1, 2, . . . , K be the average expected reward and expected total dis-
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counted cost, respectively. Then,
kKmax  ¨ n p .ks1 k
s.t. 0 F p F 1 k s 1, 2, . . . , K , .k
P .n K p s 1,ks1 k
kK w n p s a . .ks1 k
It is known that an optimal solution of this LP is the mixed strategy of
 w x.two markovian deterministic strategies White 11 . Therefore when we
deal with the finite horizon problem, it is sufficient that we only pay
attention to the set of mixed strategies of two markovian deterministic
strategies.
2.3. Algorithmic Optimality
If optimal strategies for the finite horizon problems approach a particu-
lar infinite horizon strategy, we consider it as the optimal strategy. Such an
w xidea is proposed in Hopp, Bean, and Smith 6 and Bean, Smith, and
w xLasserre 2 and discussed in the unconstrained infinite horizon problem;
w x  .in 6 its optimality is called the Periodic Forecast Horizon PFH optimal-
ity. In order to define this concept formally, we need to define a following
metric in the set of strategies. Since it is shown in the previous section that
there is an optimal strategy for the finite horizon problem in the set of
mixed strategies of two markovian deterministic strategies, it is sufficient
M D M D w xto define a metric in that set, i.e., P = P = 0, 1 . The following is
w xan extended one which is proposed in Bean and Smith 1 . For mixed
 1 2 .  19 2 9 . M D M D w xstrategies p s f , f , p , p 9 s f , f , p9 g P = P = 0, 1 , we
define a metric as
`1
yt 1 19 2 2 9< <r p , p 9 s p y p9 q 2 f f , f q f f , f , .  .  . . t t2 ts1
where
1, f X s / f s 's g S .  .t t
f f , f 9 s . Xt  0, f s s f s ;s g S. .  .t t
With respect to this metric we define the algorithmic optimality as the
concept of the optimality described above.
DEFINITION. A strategy p * is algorithmic optimal if there exists a
subsequence of the optimal strategies for the finite horizon problems,
  .4`  .p * N such that p * N ª p * as m ª ` in the r metric.m ms1 m
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Also the following proposition and theorem hold with respect to the
above metric r.
 M D M D w x .PROPOSITION 2. P = P = 0, 1 , r is a metric space, and if
 .r p , p 9 - e - 1, then for all t F ylog e ,2
u19 s u1 , 1 .t t
u2 9 s u2 , 2 .t t
< <p y p9 - e . 3 .
Proof. The metric r is an extension of the one defined in Hopp, Bean,
w x  .  .  .  .and Smith 6 , hence 1 , 2 hold. Then since r p , p 9 - e , 3 holds
also.
M D M D w xTHEOREM 3. P = P = 0, 1 is compact in the topology generated
by r.
M D  4 M D ` M DProof. Let P s u ; then P s = P . Since the state spacet t ts1 t
and action space are finite, P M D is compact in the discrete topologyt
 X . y tq1.  X . M Dr u , u s 2 f u , u . Therefore by the Tychnoff Theorem, P =t t t t t t
M D w xP = 0, 1 is compact.
Remark. By Theorem 3 an algorithmic optimal strategy exists for the
constrained non-homogeneous MDPs.
3. OPTIMAL STRATEGY AND ALGORITHMICALLY
OPTIMAL STRATEGY
In this section we show that an algorithmically optimal strategy in this
constrained non-homogeneous MDP is an average optimal strategy.
To make a constraint valid, we assume the following,
Assumption 2. b - 1.
In the unconstrained non-homogeneous MDP, Hopp, Bean, and Smith
w x6 assume the weak ergodicity of the underlying Markov chain to show
that an algorithmically optimal strategy is average optimal. We also as-
sume a similar one.
3.1. Weak Ergodicity
In this section we describe the definition of weak ergodicity and its
properties, which play an important role in the constrained non-homoge-
w xneous MDP too. We quote them from Bean, Smith, and Lasserre 2 .
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DEFINITION. A stochastic matrix is stable if it has identical rows. A
 .scalar function, t ? , that is continuous in an appropriate topology on the
 .set of stochastic matrices such that 0 F t P F 1 for any stochastic matrix,
 .P, is a coefficient of ergodicity. It is called proper if t P s 0 if and only if
P is stable.
DEFINITION. The Markov chain formed by strategy p achieves weak
ergodicity if
lim t T n p s 0, for all l G 0, . .l
nª`
 . n .where t ? is a proper coefficient of ergodicity and T p sl
 .  .  .P p P p ??? P p .l lq1 n
The most commonly used proper coefficient of ergodicity is Hajnal's
one,
n1
< <t P s sup p y p . . 1 l j k j2 l , k js1
 w x.LEMMA 4 Isaacson and Madsen 8 . For any sequence of stochastic
  .4`matrices, P p , in a Marko¨ chain formed by strategy p and e¨ery l G 0,t t ts0
ny1
nt T p F t P p . .  . .  .1 l 1 t t
tsl
 w x.LEMMA 5 Isaacson and Madsen 8 . If P is a stochastic matrix and if R
is any matrix with n r s 0 for all i, thenks1 i k
5 5 5 5RP F R t P , .1
5 5 n < <where A s sup  a .i js1 i j
We require the following assumption which is slightly more than weak
ergodicity.
`  n ..Assumption 3.  t T p F A - `, uniformly over P, for allnsk 1 k k
k s 1, 2, . . . , where A rk ª 0 as k ª `.k
Assumption 3 is stronger than weak ergodicity of underlying Markov
chains. For example, this assumption is satisfied when there is some h - 1
which bounds the ergodic coefficients of transition probability matrices
except the finite set of numbers.
3.2. A¨erage Optimality
In this subsection we consider the relation between an algorithmically
optimal strategy and an average optimal strategy. Before we present the
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theorem, we need to define the following notations necessary later and
then describe an assumption and some lemmas.
 .When we use a strategy p , let ¨ p ; k be the expected total rewardt
 .from stage t to stage k, and similarly let w p ; k be the discountedt
expected total cost from stage t to stage k.
First we require the following assumption with respect to the constraint
in this problem.
 .  U  . U  .  ..Assumption 4. Let p * n s f n , f n , p* n be an optimal strat-1 2
 .  .egy of the n-horizon problem. For all n there are strategies p n , p n in
each n-horizon problem and constant d ) 0 which satisfy the conditions
a y w s , p n ; n ) d , w s , p n ; n y a ) d , .  . . .0 0
U¨ s , p n ; n G ¨ s , f n ; n , and .  . .  .0 0 0 0 1
Uw s , p n ; n ) w s , f n ; n , .  . .  .0 0 0 0 1
¨ s , p n ; n F ¨ s , f U n ; n , and .  . . .0 0 0 0 2
w s , p n ; n - w s , f U n ; n . .  . . .0 0 0 0 2
In the previous section we discussed the method to obtain the optimal
strategy for the finite horizon problem. When we apply the Lagrangian
w xmultiplier method to the finite horizon problem similar with White 10, 11 ,
 .under the above assumption 4 it is shown that Lagrangian multipliers ln
 .   ..n s 1, 2, . . . which satisfy the constraint on w s , p n are bounded0
in n.
LEMMA 6. Under Assumptions 1]4, Lagrangian multipliers l , n sn
  ..1, 2, . . . , which satisfy the constraint on w s , p n in the n-horizon problem0
are bounded.
 U  . U  .  ..Proof. In every n let f n , f n , p* n be an optimal strategy for1 2
 .   .  .4the n-horizon problem, and let L l s min ¨ s , p y lw s , p .p g P 0 0
 .Then L l is a piecewise linear, convex, and monotonically decreasing
function with respect to l. The range of l will be broken up into a finite
number of intervals, such that in the interior p s 1 for some k, p s 0k l
 U  . .  U  . .otherwise. Two intervals which have w f n ; n ) a and w f n ; n - a1 2
are adjacent at l ; hence the following two lines intersect at that point,n
l U l s ¨ s , f U n ; n y lw s , f U n ; n , .  .  . .  .f 0 1 0 11
l U l s ¨ s , f U n ; n y lw s , f U n ; n . .  .  . .  .f 0 2 0 22
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My 1  .Now let M be sufficiently large such that b Cr 1 y b - dr2.
 .Then for each n ) M consider the strategy p 9 n which has the same first
 . U  .M decisions as p M and after the M stage the same decisions as f n .1
<   . .   . . <Then since w s , p 9 n ; n y w s , p M ; M - dr2,0 0 0 0
d
a y w s , p 9 n ; n ) . . .0 0 2
Also,
U¨ s , f n ; n y ¨ s , p 9 n ; n .  . .  .0 0 1 0 0
Us ¨ s , f n ; M y ¨ s , p 9 n ; M .  . .  .0 0 1 0 0
U U Ut M t Mqe T f n ¨ f n ; n y e T p M ¨ f n ; n .  .  .  . .  .  . .s 0 1 M 1 s 0 M 10 0
Us ¨ s , f n ; M y ¨ s , p 9 n ; M .  . .  .0 0 1 0 0
U Ut M Mqe T f n y T p M ¨ f n ; n , .  .  . .  . .s 0 1 0 M 10
where the vector e has one at only the s th and zero otherwise and et iss 00
a transposed vector of e.
Now
U Ut M Me T f n y T p M ¨ f n ; n .  .  . .  . .s 0 1 0 M 10
n
U U Ut M M ts e T f n y T p M T f n R f n .  .  .  . .  .  . . s 0 1 0 M 1 t 10
tsM
n
UtF 2t T f n R . . . 1 M 1
tsM
F 2 A R ,M
by Lemma 4, Lemma 5, and Assumption 3.
Hence
U¨ s , f n ; n y ¨ s , p 9 n ; n F 2 M q A R - `. .  .  . .  .0 0 1 0 0 M
Consider the line
l l s ¨ s , p 9 n ; n y lw s , p 9; n , .  .  . .p 9n. 0 0 0 0
and let l9 be the intersection point of l U and l U . Thenf n. p n.1
l - l9 4 .n
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since otherwise the point
l , ¨ s , f U n ; n y l w s , f U n ; n .  . .  . .n 0 0 1 n 0 0 1
 .is not on the function L l .
Since the difference of slopes of two lines, l U , l is larger than dr2f n. p 9n.1
 .and the difference of their intercepts is less than 2 M q A R,M
4 M q A R .M
l9 F . 5 .
d
 .  .  .  4Also from the existence of p n , l G 0. From Eqs. 4 , 5 , l isn n
bounded. Therefore the proof is complete.
We describe the relation between the algorithmic optimality and the
average optimality. If the underlying Markov chains are weakly ergodic
and satisfy some conditions, the algorithmic optimality implies the average
optimality.
THEOREM 7. Under Assumptions 1]4, an algorithmically optimal strategy
is an a¨erage optimal strategy for the constrained non-homogeneous MDP.
Proof. Let p * be an algorithmically optimal strategy. Then by defini-
 4`  .tion there exists a sequence N such that p * N ª p * as m ª `.m ms1 m
Let f U , f U , p* be two markovian deterministic strategies and probability1 2
which contribute an algorithmically optimal strategy p *, similarly define
U  . U  .  .  .f N , f N , p* N . Then for all k there exists M k such that for1 m 2 m m
 .all m G M k
f U N s f U , f U N s f U , t s 1, 2, . . . , k . .  .1 t m 1 t 2 t m 2 t
 .Fix k and let m be sufficiently large, since p * N is optimal for them
N -horizon problem, for any p g P M D,m
¨ f U N ; N y l w f U N ; N G ¨ p ; N y l w p ; N . .  .  .  . .  .0 1 m m N 0 1 m m 0 m N 0 mm m
Here we consider the strategy p whose decisions after the k q 1 stage are
U  .replaced with the decisions of f N . Then we get the inequality1 m
¨ f U ; k y l w f U ; k .  .0 1 N 0 1m
G ¨ p ; k y l w p ; k .  .0 N 0m
U U Uy ¨ f , f N ; N y ¨ p , f N ; N .  . .  .k 1 1 m m k 1 m m
U U Uq l w f , f N ; N y w p , f N ; N . .  . .  .N k 1 1 m m k 1 m mm
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 .Then since the second and third brackets of the RHS are o k ,
¨ f U ; k y l w f U ; k .  .0 1 N 0 1m
G ¨ p ; k y l w p ; k q o k q l o k , .  .  .  .0 N 0 Nm m
¨ f U ; k G ¨ p ; k q l w f U ; k y w p ; k .  .  .  . .0 1 0 N 0 1 0m
q o k q l o k . .  .Nm
Similarly the same inequality with respect to f U holds. Note that for all2
p g P M Da
w p *; k y w p ; k ª 0 as k ª `. .  .0 0
 4Therefore since by Lemma 6, l is bounded,Nm
¨ p *; k p*¨ f U ; k q 1 y p* ¨ f U ; k .  .  .  .0 0 1 0 2
lim s lim
k kkª` kª`
¨ p ; k q l o 1 q o k q l o k .  .  .  .0 N Nm mG lim
kkª`
¨ p ; k .0s lim .
kkª`
Thus the proof is complete.
3.3. Existence of Solution Horizons
This section describes a similar result for the usual unconstrained
w xnon-homogeneous MDPs which Hopp, Bean, and Smith present in 6 .
From the solution horizon result we can obtain optimal first L decisions
by solving the sufficient large n-horizon problem.
 .THEOREM 8. Under Assumptions 1]4, p * N ª p * in the r metric as
 .N ª ` for all choices p * N at each N if and only if the algorithmically
optimal strategy is unique.
w xProof. Since the proof is similar with Bean, Smith, and Lasserre 2 , it
is omitted.
THEOREM 9. Under Assumptions 1]4, if all algorithmically optimal strate-
gies ha¨e the same mix probability p* and first L decisions for two marko¨ian
deterministic strategies, then there exists some horizon N such that for any
n G N, the optimal strategy for the n-horizon problem has the same first L
< <decisions and mix probability p with p y p* - e .
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 yL 4Proof. Let e s min 2 , e . Assume on the contrary that there does1
not exist such a number N. Then there exists an integer M such that all1
distances in the r metric between the optimal strategy for the M -horizon1
 .problem, p * M , and each algorithmically optimal strategy are larger1
 .than e , and there exists an integer M ) M similarly. So we obtain a1 2 1
  .4sequence of strategies p * M such that for all i, all distances in the ri
 .metric between p * M and each algorithmically optimal strategy arei
M D M D w xlarger than e . Since P = P = 0, 1 is compact, there exists a1
   ..4 M D M Dsubsequence p * m M such that its limit is p ** g P = P =i
w x  .    ...0, 1 . Thus for sufficient large m M *, r p **, p * m M - e . On thei i 1
other hand, from the definition, p ** is an algorithmically optimal strategy,
  ..which contradicts that all distances in the r metric between p * m Mi
and each algorithmically optimal strategy are larger than e . Thus the1
proof is complete.
From the above theorem we can obtain a strategy in the e-neighborhood
of the algorithmically optimal strategy in the r metric by solving the
sufficient large finite horizon problem.
3.4. A¨erage Expected Cost Constraint
So far we have discussed the expected total discounted cost constraint
case. In this section we describe the case where the constraint is the
average expected cost. Note that there are two important points in the
proof of Theorem 7. One is the boundedness of Lagrange multipliers and
the other is the convergence
w p *; k y w p ; k ª 0 as k ª `. .  .0 0
Hence if these conditions hold in the average expected cost case, the same
results hold. So we assume the following,
 .  . kAssumption 5. The average expected costs, w p , k s 1rk 0 ts1
 .c X , A , converge uniformly over P.t t t
Under the previous assumptions and the above Assumption 5 using an
analogous proof, we can show that Lemma 6, that is, the boundedness of
Lagrange multipliers, holds. Thus we can present the existence of solution
horizons similarly.
4. CONCLUSIONS
We have discussed the structure of optimal strategies in the infinite
horizon constrained non-homogeneous MDPs, where we consider the
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average expected reward as the objective function and the expected total
discounted cost as the constraint. In the previous sections we have shown
that under the mild conditions the structure of optimal strategies in the
finite horizon problem can be extended to the infinite horizon problem,
that is, an algorithmically optimal strategy is an average-optimal strategy.
It should be noted that in the case where the objective function is the
discounted one, similarly we can easily obtain the same result without the
weak ergodicity assumption for underlying Markov chains. In other words
we can present the existence of solution horizons using only the discount
rate effect.
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